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The 4 Goals for this E-book
1. Provide you with a balanced view of the reality of recruiting in the 21st  Century, based on the best 

research, and the experience of executive leaders and recruiting experts who have been involved in 
thousands of recruitments

2. Clarify the kind of recruitments for which the traditional recruiting process works well – show why

The traditional process:
• resume scan,
• recruiters interview to narrow down to final candidates,
• hiring decision maker interviews to select individual to whom an offer will be made 

3. Describe the Performance Recruiting Process Recruiting process 

4. Clarify how and why the Performance Recruiting Process recruiting process works well for finding new 
hires for these open roles:

• Newly Defined
• Rapidly evolving
• ‘Transform the Organization’ 
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and the Possibility of 
Organizational Death





We all know that professionals will not approach work the same way
as they did before the Covid 19 pandemic.

More and more, it must not only meet their income needs,

But also 

Be satisfying on a day-to-day level, 
Allow for personal talent development and career growth,

Meet their work life balance – remote work needs.



We all know that professionals will not approach work the same way
as they did before the Covid 19 pandemic.

More and more, it must not only meet their income needs,

But also 

Be satisfying on a day-to-day level, 
Allow for personal talent development and career growth,

Meet their work life balance – remote work needs.

If it does not … 

They will simply leave
their current organization 

and find work with one 
that does 



The traditional psychological contract
and power relationship

between 
employer and employee is DEAD.

It been replaced by 

a new economic contract 
between talent ‘needer” = the organization

and talent ‘provider’ = the individual.



“You are lucky to have a job” 
(employer centric power)

has been replaced by 

“You are lucky to have me 
work for you”

(talent centric power) 



YES, THE WORLD HAS CHANGED
AND WILL CONTINUE TO CHANGE,

OFTEN IN LESS THAN PREDICTABLE WAYS,

AS THE RAMIFICATIONS OF 
TECHNOLOGY CHANGE

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
SOCIAL DEMANDS OF GOVERNMENTS 

GLOBAL POLITICAL AND TRADE PATTERNS

IMPACT THE GLOBAL NEED FOR AND SUPPLY OF TALENT
IN THE YEARS AHEAD



ADD the demographic shifts in the developed world
with the end of the ‘baby boomer’ era

which resulted in a shrinking of 
the available talent pools 

and

this change is INEVITABLE



Organizations which do not adjust 
recruiting, hiring, on-boarding, 

engagement, and performance management 
processes to stay in step with these changes 

will face ever increasing challenges to their survival,

and even the possibility of ‘organizational death’. 



This e-book
examines what you can do 
as an organizational leader 

to think through 
and to implement the changes

in your recruiting process
in order to first survive,

and then, to thrive.



Recruiting in 
The 21st

Century



Why do 
‘Bad Hires’
Happen?
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Also
… sometimes, bad hires are the result  

of poor judgements 
on the part of recruiters or

hiring decision makers

Let’s start with an opinion

Using the “traditional”
- resume scan

- recruiter preliminary interview
- hiring decision maker final interview

recruiting process 

when recruiting for 
Newly Defined | 

Rapidly Evolving
“Transform the Organization”

Roles



When does traditional recruiting work? 

The “traditional” recruiting process
- resume scan

- recruiter preliminary interview
- hiring decision maker final interview

works well for 
and is remarkedly robust when used 

to find new hires for 
Well-Defined Roles 

in Well-Established Organizations 



Why Do Bad Hires Happen? 

People who do well in well defined roles 
(  know and follow

the work flows which define them)

when asked to take on roles 
In which they are expected 

to 
- Build new work flows

- Improve existing work flow 
Fix broken work flows 

Often “fail’ when expected to do this
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People who do well in well defined roles 
(  know and follow

the work flows which define them)

when asked to take on roles 
In which they are expected 

to 
- Build new work flows

- Improve existing work flow 
Fix broken work flows 

Often “fail’ when expected to do this

These roles require 
a different mix 

of 
capabilities,

attitudes,
motivations,

past experiences …. 

The challenges inherent 
in these roles 

are different from those of 
Well Defined roles 

 



If you want to avoid bad hires …..
Expand your insights into recruiting so that

You know the differences between
the recruiting process needed for

finding new hires for 

well-defined roles
in a well-established organizations

and

Newly defined roles
Rapidly growing roles

“Transform the organization” roles

Read this e-book 

and apply these 
recruiting best practices



If you want to avoid bad hires …..
Expand your insights into recruiting so that

You know the differences between
the recruiting process needed for

finding new hires for 

well-defined roles
in a well-established organizations

and

Newly defined roles
Rapidly growing roles

“Transform the organization” roles

In other words

read this e-book 

and apply these 
recruiting best practices

in your organization
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Visual and Verbal 

• Human beings process information 
through their verbal and visual 
abilities

• We live in the most visual period 
in human history

• Ideas, linked to images, are more 
powerful communicators than 
words alone

• This format is now a world wide
norm

Photo by Sigmund on Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/@sigmund?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/internet?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
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Internet As Distribution Channel

• The Internet is now the most 
effective global idea distribution 
channel that has ever existed in 
human history

• Its effectiveness is based on ‘idea 
pull’, not ‘idea push’

• But, using electronic technology 
requires ‘adjustment’ to technical 
reality

• desktops. Laptops, tablets, and smart 
phones

• readily available software and file 
formats (e.g. Browsers and PDFs)
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Join Our Reviewer Community
• Ideas flourish best when 

they reflect the insights and 
reactions of an informed 
community 

• Join the “Recruiting 
Realities on-line community 
and …

• Get a free copy of the final version of 
the book 

• Exchange ideas with a group of ‘cutting 
edge’ folks creating the ‘next level 
recruiting practice” – fit for the 21st

century 

Just follow the link below to join us

Join US (insert link)
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